
Why Dynamic Resource Scheduler?
“We have multiple ways of working, and DRS gives us  
the flexibility we need to plan work effectively.” 

Why Job Manager?
“Real time updates help us to make instant decisions  
around progressing jobs, creating follow up appointments, 
and ordering spare parts.” 

Why InfoSuite?
“With InfoSuite, we can report on an almost endless number 
of metrics relating to our teams, customers, and investors. 
We can assess what is happening in the field, utilise that 
information, and drive the business forward.”  

Future with Advanced
“We are looking to create preformatted reports in InfoSuite 
and set up a scheduled delivery. We’re hoping to roll this out 
to the business this year.”

About Anesco 
Anesco are a global leader in renewable energy and are 
recognised as one of the top cleantech companies in 
the world. With a focus on renewables, energy storage, 
and energy efficiency, Anesco are committed to the 
transition towards a net zero energy network. 

Working with major energy utilities, Anesco have 
designed (and built) 106 solar farms and remain the 
market leader for solar and battery storage in the UK. 
They currently manage and monitor over 1.3GW of 
clean energy across 24,000 assets. And their energy 
efficiency work has helped to lift over 350,000 people 
out of fuel poverty (while also saving 1.25 million  
tonnes of CO2).

Anesco’s Advanced experience

From 2010 onwards, Anesco were successful using an inhouse system, with additional help 
from their Excel sheets, Word documents, and calendar. However, in 2018 the company 
anticipated significant market growth, and realised they had reached the limits of what 
could be done with their existing technology. So, they adopted Advanced’s Field Service 
Management software.

“In 2018 we saw the growth of the renewables market and started looking for a suitable 
solution. To start with, we identified 30 key objectives for where we wanted to be in 
 the future. There was an in-depth procurement process, which led to us choosing 
Advanced’s DRS, Job Manager, and InfoSuite systems, all of which scored highly 
 on our checklist.”

Anesco describes Advanced’s software as intuitive with built-in job logic. Users can follow 
prescribed workflows, and the device walks them through the steps that must be taken.

“The range of functionality within the software helps us to configure different job 
streams. It allows us to tailor our contractual obligations or PPM schemes very precisely 
for clients so we can deliver on promises.”

Nowadays, data is absolutely key, and Advanced’s Field Service Management software 
allows Anesco to visualise, monitor, and present information in different ways for the team 
to consume.

“The functionality and scalability of 
Advanced’s software, as well as the 
consistent investment in their product 
development, means we can stay at the 
forefront of our field here at Anesco.” 
Calum Morrison, Head of O & M Business Systems, Anesco 

Anesco Case study

Learn how Anesco have stayed at the forefront  
of their market by using Advanced’s software
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